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• Health Industry Forum
• Mass Health Policy Forum
  o Council on Healthcare Economics and Policy
Office of the Dean

- Heller Dean, David Weil
  - Executive Administrator, Meaghan Cummings
    - Sr Department Coordinator, Suzannah Scanlon
  - Associate Dean for Academic Personne, Darren Zinner
    - Sr Department Coordinator, Suzannah Scanlon (Unofficial Reporting Line)
  - Associate Dean for Research (Cindy Thomas)
  - Associate Dean for Diversity and Inclusion (Maria Madison)
  - Assistant Dean of Admissions (Lynn Davis)
    - Sr. Assistant Director (Christopher Krause)
    - Assistant Director (David Hosty)
    - Assistant Director (Hannah Locke)
    - Assistant Director (Samuel Sanchez)
  - Assistant Dean of Career Development (Benny Belvin)
    - Assistant Director (Erica Hodes)
    - Assistant Director (Vacant)
  - Director of Marketing & Communications (Bethany Romano)
    - Web Manager (Alexandra Rubington)
    - Communications Specialist (Karen Shih)
  - Director of Development and Alumni Relations (Kate Kaplan)
    - Associate Director (Courtney Lombardo)
  - Chief Administrative Officer (Ronald Etlinger)
    - Budget Manager (Dianne Qualter)
    - Associate Director, Research Accounting (Elaine Kennen)
      - Sr Grants Administrator (Vacant)
      - Sr Grants Administrator (Lyudmila Bagnyuk)
      - Assistant Grants Administrator (Vacant)
      - Sr Department Accounting Associate (Denise Campbell)
    - Associate Director, Operations (Linda Purrini)
      - Sr Department Coordinator (Donna Fuchs Einhorn)
    - Sr. Systems & Security Engineer (David Reynolds), (Unofficial Reporting Line)
  - Assistant Dean of Student Services (Ravi Lakshmikanthan)
    - Assistant Director for Student Records and Enrollment (Janie Marsan)
    - Sr Department Coordinator (Victoria Corpian)
Academy- Masters (Heller Only)

- Heller Dean (David Weil)
  - Coex
    - Program Director (Alain Lempereur)
    - Associate Director (Sandra Jones)
    - Program Manager (Marc Kiredjian)
  - COES Core Faculty
    - Mari Fitzduff
    - Theodore Johnson
- MBA
  - Program Director (Carole Carlson)
    - Assistant Director (Michael Appell) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
    - Program Manager (Norma DeMattos)
      - Sr. Department Coordinator (Rosella Carrelli)
  - MBA Core Faculty
    - Brenda Anderson
    - Lawrence Bailis
    - Jon Chilingerian
    - Susan Curnan
    - Joel Cutcher-Gershenfeld
    - Stephen Fournier
    - Jody Hoffer Gittell
    - Jeffrey Prottas
- MPP
  - Program Director (Michael Doonan)
    - Associate Director (Janet Boguslaw) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
    - Program Manager (Norma DeMattos) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
      - Sr. Department Coordinator (Rosella Carrelli) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
  - MPP Core Faculty
    - Christine Bishop
    - Mary Brolin
    - Susan Curnan
    - Stephen Fournier
    - Jeffrey Prottas
    - Marji Warfield
- MS
  - Program Director (Allyala Nandakumar)
    - Assistant Director (Monica Jordan)
      - Program Administrator (Victoria Bosman)
  - MSS Core Faculty
    - Diana Bowser
    - Stephen Fournier
• A.K. Nandakumar
• Donald Shepard
• Wu Zeng

• Program Director (Joan Dassin)
  • Associate Director (Rajesh Sampath) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
  • Academic Advisor (Mary Poor)
    o Program Administrator (Victoria Felson)

• SID Core Faculty
  • Joseph Assan
  • Cristina Espinosa
  • Ricardo Godoy
  • Eric Olson
  • Larry Simon
Academy-Other

- Heller Dean (David Weil)
  - PhD
    - Program Director (Jeffrey Prottas)
      - Program Manager (Cheryl Sweeney)
        - Sr. Department Coordinator (Rosella Carrelli)
    - PhD Core Faculty
      - Dolores Acevedo-Garcia
      - Stuart Altman
      - Christine Bishop
      - Jon Chilingerian
      - Stephen Fournier
      - Deborah Garnick
      - Jody Hoffer Gittell
      - Dominic Hodgkin
      - Constance Horgan
      - Nina Kammerer
      - Monika Mitra
      - Grant Ritter
      - Len Saxe
      - Laurence Simon
      - Thomas Shapiro
  - EMBA
    - Program Director (Jon Chilingerian)
      - Associate Director (Amy DiMattia)
        - Program Coordinator (Calla Mattox)
  - Exec. Ed
    - Program Director (Jon Chilingerian)
      - Program Administrator (Linda Purrini)
  - Tufts MBS-MBA and MD-MBA
    - Program Director (Jon Chilingerian)
  - HUG
    - Program Director (Darren Zinner)
      - Internship Instructor (Mayada Saadoun)
    - HUG Core Faculty
      - Dolores Acevedo-Garcia
      - Stuart Altman
      - Deborah Garnick
      - Dominic Hodgkin
      - Eric Olson
      - Sharon Reif
      - Rajesh Sampath
      - Thomas Shapiro
• Cindy Thomas
Center for Youth and Communities

- Heller Dean (David Weil)
  - Director, Center for Youth and Communities (Susan P. Curnan)
    - Sr Program Associate (Susanna Flug-Silva)
    - Sr Fellow (Cathy Burack)
    - Sr Fellow (Della Hughes)
    - Sr Fellow (Alan Melchior)
  - Research Associate II (Matthew Hoover)
  - Research Associate I (Zora Haque)
  - Sr Program Administrator (Lanni Isenberg)
Sillerman Center for the Advancement of Philanthropy

- Heller Dean (David Weil)
  - Director, Sillerman Center for the Advancement of Philanthropy (Susan Eaton)
    - Assistant Director (Sheryl Seller)
    - Department Coordinator (Stacey King)
Center for Global Development and Sustainability

- Heller Dean (David Weil)
  - Director, Center for Global Development and Sustainability (Laurence Simon)
  - Heller Faculty Associated with this Center
    - Joseph Assan
    - Joan Dassin
    - Cristina Espinosa
    - Mari Fitzduff
    - Stephen Fournier
    - Ricardo Godoy
    - Alain Lempereur
    - Eric Olson
    - Rajesh Sampath
    - Donald Shepard
Relational Coordination Research Collaborative

- Heller Dean (David Weil)
  - Executive Director, Relational Coordination Research Collaborative (Jody Hoffer Gittell)
    - Communications Coordinator (Tanya Allain)
    - Sr Research Associate II (Lauren Hajjar)
Institute on Assets and Social Policy

- Heller Dean (David Weil)
  - Director, Institute on Assets and Social Policy (Thomas Shapiro)
    - Associate Director (Tatjana Meschede)
      - Sr Research Associate I (Laura Sullivan)
      - Research Associate I (Maria Escobar)
    - Sr Scientist (Janet Boguslaw)
      - Sr Research Associate I (Rebecca Loya)
    - Scientist (Jessica Santos)
      - Sr. Research Associate I (Meg Lovejoy)
    - Research Associate I (Alexis Mann)
      - Sr. Researcher (Delia Kimbrel)
    - Sr Research Associate I (Sara Chaganti)
      - Researcher (Carolyn Singer)
    - Program Administrator (Vacant)
  - Heller Faculty Associated with this Institute
    - Anita Hill
    - Jeffrey Prottas
Institute for Child, Youth, and Family Policy

- Heller Dean (David Weil)
  - Director, Institute for Child, Youth and Family Policy (Dolores Acevedo-Garcia)
    - Associate Director (Pamela Joshi)
      - Scientist (Nick Huntington)
      - Sr Research Associate I (Maura Baldiga)
      - Sr Research Associate I (Kate Giapponi Schneider)
    - Scientist (Clemens Noelke)
    - Scientist (Lindsay Rosenfeld)
    - Fellow (Erin Hardy)
    - Department Coordinator (Leslie Zales)
Lurie Institute for Disability Policy

- Heller Dean (David Weil)
  - Interim Director, Lurie Institute for Disability Policy and Nathan and Toby Starr Center on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (Monika Mitra)
    - Assistant Director (Amy Gulliksen)
    - Sr Scientist (Marji Erickson Warfield)
    - Sr Scientist (Susan Parish)
    - Scientist (Ilhom Akobirshoev)
    - Research Associate II (Robyn Powell)
    - Research Associate II (Lauren Smith)
    - Research Associate I (Sandy Ho)
    - Research Associate I (Kerry Patenaude)
    - Research Associate I (Anne Valentine)
    - Sr Department Coordinator (Wendy Peverill-Conti)
Schneider Institutes for Health Policy

- Heller Dean (David Weil)
  - Chairman, Schneider Institutes for Health Policy (Stuart Altman)
    - Director, Institute on Healthcare Systems (Christopher Tompkins) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
    - Director, Institute for Behavioral Health (Constance Horgan) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
    - Director, Institute for Global Health and Development (A.K. Nandakumar) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
Schneider Institute on Healthcare Systems

- Heller Dean (David Weil)
  - Chairman, Schneider Institutes for Health Policy (Stuart Altman)
    - Executive Administrator (Wendy Colnon) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
    - Director, Institute on Healthcare Systems (Christopher Tompkins) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
- Deputy Director (Jennifer Perloff)
  - Sr Research Associate II (Gitanjali Joglekar)
  - Sr Statistical Programmer (Senthi Veerunaidu Subbiah)
  - Sr Department Coordinator (Deborah DeWolfe)
- Associate Research Professor (Grant Ritter) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
  - Sr Statistical Programmer (Lee Panas)
  - Sr Statistical Programmer (Galina Zolotusky)
  - Sr Research Associate I (Natalie Moresco)
- Professor (Donald Shepard) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
  - Research Associate II (Yara Halasa)
  - Department Administrator (Clare Hurley)
  - Sr Research Associate I (Cynthia Tschampl)
- Distinguished Scientist (Christopher Sistrom)
- Sr Scientist (John Chapman)
- Scientist (Moaven Razavi)
- Scientist (Palmira Santos)
  - Research Associate I (Kristen Faughnan)
- Sr Research Associate I (Roya Sherafat)
- Executive Administrator (Wendy Colnon)

- Heller Faculty Associated with this Institute
  - Stuart Altman
  - Christine Bishop
  - Jon Chilingerian
  - Michael Doonan
  - Jody Hoffer Gittell
  - Jeffrey Prottas
  - Grant Ritter
  - Donald Shepard
  - Cindy Thomas
  - Wu Zeng
  - Darren Zinner
Behavioral Health

- **Heller Dean (David Weil)**
  - Chairman, Schneider Institutes for Health Policy (Stuart Altman)
    - Director, Institute for Behavioral Health (Constance Horgan)
      - Deputy Director (Sharon Reif)
      - Professor (Deborah Garnick) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
        - Scientist (Margaret Lee)
        - Sr Department Coordinator (Michele Hutcheon)
      - Associate Research Professor (Grant Ritter) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
        - Sr Statistical Programmer (Lee Panas)
        - Sr Statistical Programmer (Galina Zolotusky)
  - Sr Scientist (Mary Jo Larson)
    - Sr Research Associate II (Margot Davis)
    - Scientist (Rachel Sayko Adams)
  - Scientist (Mary Brolin)
    - Sr Research Associate I (Robert Dunigan)
  - Scientist (Maureen Stewart)
  - Sr Research Associate I (Terri White)
  - Project Manager (Hilary Richards)
  - Department Administrator (Wanda Rifkin)
  - Co-Director, Opioid Policy Research Collaborative (Andrew Kolodny)
  - Co-Director, Opioid Policy Research Collaborative (Peter Kreiner)
    - Sr Research Associate II (Gail Strickler)
    - Research Associate II (Kim Meelee)
    - Research Associate II (Carol Prost)
    - Research Associate II (Vacant)
    - Sr Department Coordinator (Gail Hall)
  - **Heller Faculty Associated with this Institute**
    - Deborah Garnick
    - Constance Horgan
    - Dominic Hodgkin
    - Grant Ritter
Schneider Institute for Global Health and Development

- Heller Dean (David Weil)
  - Chairman, Schneider Institutes for Health Policy (Stuart Altman)
    - Director, Institute for Global Health and Development (A.K. Nandakumar)
  - Heller Faculty Associated with this Institute
    - Diana Bowser
Other Research

- Heller Dean (David Weil)
  - Chairman (Stuart Altman)
    - Executive Director, Health Industry Forum (Robert Mechanic)
      - Department Coordinator (Leslie Ziarko Valera)
    - Executive Director, Mass Health Policy Forum (Michael Doonan)
      - Conference Planner (Ashley Osario) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
    - Executive Director, Council on Healthcare Economics and Policy (Michael Doonan) (Unofficial Reporting Line)
      - Conference Planner (Ashley Osario)